The Non-Cookie Night Announcement in Which Baby Names are Contemplated for Entirely Too Long

February’s cookie night is going to be on the 21st, which is Mardi Gras . . . for those keeping score! So, what one person thought we’d do is bring King Cake instead of cookies, and this one person has an obligation to spread King Cake to the world because, see, last year, she got the baby, and that’s just tradition.* To our amazement and General Fancy TM**, that baby last year had a mohawk, and aforementioned person is now pregnant herself and wonders if her own baby will come out with a liberty spike or something of the Mr. T variety. She lovingly refers to the babe as Sprout, but I think Shoot is a suitable Punk Rock Synonym TM and why not go ahead and have Tim Armstrong (who was the lead singer of Rancid***) and call it a day. I, for one, used to tell people I was going to name my first-born baby Zorlac (a sk8 company?). Either that, I said, or a boy named Jessica who starred in a detective story I’d written about life, love, parent-issues, and the elusive pursuit of happiness.

To recap: there will be something yummy at 7:00pm sharp on February 21st here in the library. It may or may not have babies in it. The Library Staff will hold a meeting prior to the 21st to determine if the babies present a choking hazard to students.

*Run-on Alert! For! Those! Keeping! Score!****
**Oh sure, for some of us, it was specific.
***And also Operation Ivy, and I can play “Bad Town” on my saxophone. Or, I could, for those keeping score.
****Student – 8; Library - 2

Green Thumb’s Up!

Did you know there is a thumb in the lower right-hand corner of the library’s homepage that lets you know if you are logged into the library’s resources? Thumb’s up: full access! Thumbs down? Click it to log-in! That way, you can surf the library’s databases in the comfort of your jammy-jams. Hang ten. Or something.

Newsflash: Librarians love you (and quiet, nerdy computer work). Some of us, anyway.*

As some of you may or may not have noticed, we’ve gotten new fancy research guides! These are online guides we make for Every! Discipline! At! UWF! For each major, we give you the tips and tricks and hula hoops for finding books, articles, primary sources (that was a shout-out to you, History buffs!), Internet sites, etc, etc, etcetera. You can even find out how to cite them! So. You can kind of look at them like your friends in the Digital Age. But unlike Cox, they are free and you get the deluxe package up front.

*“Some of us” refers to the computer work. All of us love you. Yes indeed.